Happy Birthday Autumn

Supplies:
- Many Mates Stamp Set (152633), Daisy Lane Stamp Set (149325)
- Very Vanilla Thick CS (144237) Bumblebee CS (153077) Early Espresso CS (119686) Crumb Cake CS (120953) Pumpkin Pie CS (105117) Old Olive CS (100702) Cajun Craze CS (119684) Pear Pizzazz CS (131201) Mango Melody CS (146989) Plaid Tiding DSP (153527)
- Bumblebee Ink (153116) Old Olive Ink (147090)
- Daisy Punch (143713) Stitched Leaves Dies (153567) Autumn Essentials Dies (153569) Autumn Punch Pack (153609) Everyday Label Punch (144668)
- Stampin’ Seal, (152813) Mini Glue Dots (103683), Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755) Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals (144108) Stampin’ Cut and Emboss Machine (149653)

Dimensions:
- Very Vanilla Thick cardstock – 5 ½ x 8 ½
- Early Espresso - 4 x 5 ¼
- DSP - choice of pattern - 3 x 4
- Scraps of cardstock listed above for die cutting

Instructions:
- Using Stampin’ Cut and Emboss Machine, die cut various autumn images from die sets using assorted colors of cardstock.
- Using Bumblebee ink, stamp daisy on Bumblebee CS. Punch with daisy punch. Punch a 2nd daisy from bumblebee cardstock.
- Using Old Olive ink, stamp sentiment on Crumb Cake CS. Punch with Everyday Label punch.
- Fold Very Vanilla thick CS in half. Attach Early Espresso piece to card base. Attach DSP in upper right corner of card base.
- Arrange die cut pieces and daisy and adhere using liquid glue.
- Attach sentiment with Stampin' Dimensionals